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Abstract
Geomorphic resilience is the capacity of a system to recover to pre-disturbance conditions following a
perturbation. The 2013/14Atlantic winter stormperiod had extensive geomorphological impacts and
provides an opportunity to assess coastline resilience. This paper uses high spatio-temporal resolution
data to quantify the beach-dune response and subsequent recovery of a prograding coastline following
the 5December 2013North Sea storm surge. It demonstrates that despite the highwater levels and
destructive nature of the storm, the beach-dune system recovered sediment rapidly over thefirst post-
storm year.Within four years the dune advance had exceeded the seawards position expected based on
long-term coastal trends but had not yet recovered the pre-storm foredune profile. Cumulative
evidence fromnumerous European locations suggests one of the stormiest periods on record triggered
only aminor disturbance towhat appear to be highly resilient beach-dune systems.

1. Introduction

The concept of geomorphic resilience in response to disturbance provides a framework for evaluating the
impacts of natural and anthropogenic perturbations to geomorphic systems (Downes et al 2013, Phillips and
VanDyke 2016). It has resonances with landscape sensitivity and geomorphic effectiveness (Brunsden and
Thornes 1979,Usher 2001) and strong links to ecological and biogeomorphic conceptual frameworks (Stallins
andCorenblit 2018). Definitions of resilience all refer to the ability of a system to absorb the impact of, and
recover from, a disturbance and return to its pre-impacted, or an alternative stable, state (Downes et al 2013).
Geomorphic resilience reflects both themagnitude and frequency of disturbance, response time, relaxation time
and recovery (Phillips andVanDyke 2016). This framework has been applied to various systems and the focus
here is on coastal response to storm events where the notion of resilience has gained considerable traction (e.g.
Houser et al 2015,Walters andKirwan 2016).

Climate change scenarios suggest changes to storminess and sea levelmay affect coastline susceptibility to
erosion andflooding, and highlight the need to understand the implications of coastal resilience for
geomorphology, habitat diversity, socio-economic impact and policy formulation (Lloyd et al 2013). The past 30
years have seen considerable improvements in both the quantity and spatio-temporal resolution of data
available for evaluating coastal resilience (e.g. repeat aerial photography, beach profilemonitoring, airborne and
terrestrial LightDetection andRanging - LiDAR)which allow the determination of the pre-storm state, and
post-disturbance rate and nature of system response (e.g. Kandrot et al 2016, Pye andBlott 2016, LeMauff et al
2018).Most studies of natural system resilience focus on local-scale sites over short-medium timescales. Downes
et al (2013) argue that this focus limits consideration of wider scale processes evenwhen broadly contextualised.
However substantial variability in local response to the same disturbance event (Backstrom et al 2015,Masselink
et al 2016, Crapoulet et al 2017) suggests sites exhibiting a range of representative antecedent conditions and/or
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response dynamics are needed as building blocks to support a framework for understanding both local
geomorphic resilience and the potential for interactions between different geomorphic (sub-)systems.

TheAtlantic winter stormperiod of 2013/2014was themost energetic since 1948 along the northwest (NW)
Europe coastline (Masselink et al 2016) and the stormiest on record for theUK (Matthews et al 2014). The storms
had extensive geomorphological impacts including cliff retreat, beach rotation, dune scarping, washover of
barrier islands (Castelle et al 2015, Spencer et al 2015,Masselink et al 2016, Pye andBlott 2016) and provided the
opportunity to determine coastline resilience following amajor disturbance using detailedmodern pre- and
post-stormdatasets.Most research on geomorphic response to the 2013/14 storm season—and previous
stormy periods—has focused on eroding coasts, thus understanding of the processes associatedwith storm-
induced coastal retreat and realignment is considerablymore developed than current understanding of the
storm response and recovery of prograding coasts (Moore et al 2016, Ruggiero et al 2016). This paper provides a
counter-point to this by focusing on the 2013/14 post-storm recovery of a prograding dune system. This is
important because both prograding and eroding coasts can exist within the same sediment cell andmay respond
differently to a single disturbance event. Existing research highlights the importance of the nearshore profile,
which can substantially affect post-storm foredune recovery on all coastlines, acting as a buffer towave action
and a reservoir of dry sand for dune formation (McLean and Shen 2006,Maspatud et al 2009,Hesp 2013). There
is amarked asymmetry between the rapid storm erosion of dunes (typically hours) and relatively long time
required to rebuild foredunes to their post-stormprofile (volume, height; typically years) thatmeans the
sequencing, as well asmagnitude, of storms has implications for dune stability and longevity (Thomand
Hall 1991,McLean and Shen 2006,Hesp 2013, Castelle et al 2017). This paper quantifies beach-dune response
and recovery of a prograding coastline following theDecember 2013North Sea storm surge. Data are used to
classify and assess the disturbance impact and geomorphic resilience of the site within the context of the regional
(NWEurope) response to thewinter 2013/14 storm season.

2. Study region andmethods

2.1. 2013/14North Sea storm surge
The 5December 2013North Sea storm surgewas caused by a deep lowpressure that intensified to an
extratropical cyclone tracking east across Scotland (UKMeteorological Office 2014) (figure 1). The storm caused
coastalflooding on thewest coasts ofWales, England and Scotland but the effect was strongest alongNorth Sea
coasts where the storm surge travelled south andwas funnelled between the Europeanmainland and east coast of
England.Maximum run-up levels varied from5.02 to 5.83mon the Lincolnshire coast and 5.64 to 6.37mon the
northNorfolk coast (Spencer et al 2015). Brooks et al (2016) identified 20 storm surges in the southernNorth Sea
since 1883 but in the past 65 years, only twohave been of comparablemagnitude and impact (1953 c. 5.6m; 1978
c. 4.7m at Immingham). The 2013 storm surge caused cliff retreat up to 12m, dune retreat of up to 19m,
washover of low dunes and breaching of gravel barriers onNorth Sea coastlines (Spencer et al 2015). Thewinter
of 2013/14 featuredmultiple identifiable storm events which impacted thewestern and southern coasts of the
UK, however these had less geomorphic impact on theNorth Sea coastline due tomore southerly storm tracks.

2.2. Lincolnshire coast
The area of interest (AOI) on the Lincolnshire coast (53°21′43″N0°15′03″E) (figure 1(b)) comprises a dissipative
macrotidal beach (mean spring tidal range 6m) up to 3.5 kmwide, backed by established dunes (>6m
OrdnanceDatumNewlyn -ODN). Prevailing winds are offshore from the southwest; easterly onshore winds
occurwith less frequency but highermagnitude than offshore winds. Offshore sand banks protect the shore and
are a source of sediment to the beach-dune system alongwith eroded sediments from theHolderness Cliffs to
the north. There has been seawards progradation of the coastline of c.2myr−1 over the past 120 years (Montreuil
and Bullard 2012). Prior to the 2013 storm surge, the backshorewas characterised by a semi-vegetated (10%–

50% cover) hummocky incipient foredune. The site is within the Saltfleetby-TheddlethorpeDunesNational
Nature Reserve and has no sea defences.

2.3. Beach profiles, surveys and environmental data
Pre- and post-storm cross-shore topographic profilesmade using RTK-GPS (UKEnvironment Agency - EA)
were used to assess biannual changes of the beach-dune from January 2013 to January 2018 and analysed using
the SANDS v8.1.1 AssetManagement System. To quantify three-dimensional post-storm recovery a terrestrial
LiDAR system (Leica ScanStation 2; ScanStation P20 - TLS)was used to survey a 40×50mAOI of the beach-
dune system incorporating the scarped dune face, incipient foredune and upper beach approximately once per
month for 12months from January 2014with an additional survey inApril 2015 (figure 2). The tripod-mounted
LiDAR instrument was deployed at aminimumof three viewpoints with one scanning location always sited
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above the foredune scarp, to reduce areas of potential shadowing and ensure the density of pointmeasurements
(1 ppcm2)was consistent across the AOI (Soudarissanane et al 2011). The separate point cloud datasets were
registered into a single, locally-defined coordinate systemusing four high-definition survey (HDS) targets. This
local registration process utilised a 3Dbundle adjustment algorithm, implemented in LeicaGeosystems’Cyclone
software, which yielded amean absolute error (MAE) of<4mm for the survey series. The locations of theHDS
targets were determined using a Trimble R6 survey-grade differential GPS (dGPS) system. In post-processing,
theOS grid coordinates were transformed to a localOS-related system to improve the accuracy of referencing
(�6mmMAEbetween theTLS and localOS grid coordinate systems; Ackerley et al 2016). The point cloud
datasets were georeferenced to a local plane grid and scaledwith reference to the BritishNational GridOSGB36/
ODN. Following themanual and automated removal of redundant points, the LiDARdatasets were clipped to
the 40×50m areal extent of the AOI.

Vegetation-induced errors fromTLS surveys are common in coastal environments and can exceed other
survey-related errors (Coveney and Fotheringham2011). Vegetativematerial was present in all surveys and
rooted vegetation increased in cover and height during the study. To focus on themorphological recovery of the
beach-dune system, amovingwindow approachwas employed to segment the point cloud into ‘ground’ and

Figure 1. (a)Synoptic chart 5December 2013 (UKMetOffice 2014); (b) Study location; (c)Post-storm scarp atAOI (scarp height is c.2m),
photograph taken 15/11/13 lookingnorth; (d)AOI looking south along former scarp line taken 18/10/17; (e)EAbeachprofiles.
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‘vegetation’ components (Fan et al 2014). The optimal size of this localfilter was determined using sensitivity
analysis performed for over 100 dGPS-derived control points (Guarnieri et al 2009,Wang et al 2009). From this
analysis a 0.05×0.05mneighbourhoodwas found to provide the best compromise between the resolution and
accuracy of surfaces produced from filtered data (mean absolute difference: 0.0218m;Ackerley et al 2016). The
lowest elevationswithin themovingwindowwere interpolated to produce digital terrainmodels (DTMS1,
DTMS2,KDTMS12). Significant changes in elevation betweenDTMswere identified as those exceeding the
minimum level of detection (LoD), a sumof registration and georeferencingMAE (Brasington et al 2003), and
included inDTMs of difference (DoDs). A local window calculating standard deviation over a 3-by-3 cell
neighbourhoodwas additionally applied over theDTMs to generatemaps of local surface roughness (roughness
DTMS1, roughnessDTMS2,K roughnessDTMS12)which provided qualitative information on
morphological form (Nield et al 2011). The areal extent of the standard deviationmovingwindowwas
determined subjectively. Despite the filtering processes, landward of the scarp face vegetation cover was too
dense to have confidence that changes were due tomorphological, rather than vegetation, dynamics and is
excluded from calculations of volume changes. Contours corresponding to the foredune scarp face (6mODN),
highest astronomical tide (HAT4.09mODN) and boundary between the primary foredune and upper beach
active aeolian sub-units (3.5mODN)were overlain to theDTMs andDoDs. Changes in elevation above the 3.5
m contour line are interpreted as primarily aeolian-driven (dune unit)whereas changes below 3.5mODNare
primarilymarine-driven (beach unit).

Two key determinants of post-stormdune recovery are the frequency and direction of sand-transporting
winds andwater level. Hourlymeanwind speed and directionmeasured at the nearestmeteorological station,
DonnaNook, were obtained from the BritishMeteorological Data Centre forDecember 2013 toApril 2015.
Wind data from theWainFleetNo.2 stationwere adjusted to the same height as theDonnaNook station and
substituted for the period 10/03/14 to 03/07/14 for which data fromDonnaNook are not available. The
occurrence of onshore (0° to<150°), alongshore (>170° to 330°, 330°–350°) and offshore (>170° to 330°)
winds�8m s−1 (i.e. potential sand-transporting winds)was calculated for each survey period.Water level
records are from Immingham (BritishOceanographicData Centre) and used to determine the frequency of
events withwater level�3.5mODNand�4.09mODNoccurring between successive surveys (Montreuil et al
2013).

Figure 2.Methodological workflow covering data collection, processing and analysis for the terrestrial LiDAR anddGPS profile data
(Figure adapted fromLeMauff et al 2018). The blackworkflow steps represent end products used to createmaps and plots, dark grey
steps indicate intermediary products and light grey steps refer to various stages of processing.
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3. Results

3.1. Geomorphological impact of the 5 december 2013 storm
Figure 1 shows the difference between the pre-stormprofiles (January and June 2013) and the immediate post-
stormprofile (January 2014). The c.1mhigh incipient foredunes at 15–20mwere eroded during the storm and
the established foredune retreated 10m. A scarp face developed at c.10m and from the base of the scarp to 3.5m
ODNbeach level increased due to redistribution of the upper beach sediments. The backshorewas left devoid of
rooted vegetation and vegetativematter removed during the scarpingwas strewn across the beach aswrackline
debris (figure 1(c)).

3.2. Post-storm geomorphological recovery
Following the storm surge, from January toDecember 2014within the AOI therewas a net loss from the beach of
−2.61m3 and accumulation of+180.1m3 in the dunes (figure 3). FromDecember 2014 toApril 2015 the beach
gained+41.67m3 and the dunes lost−59.83m3 of sediment.

During thefirst 4 post-stormmonths strong offshore winds dominated (table 1) and several lowmagnitude
storms occurred (up to 1.45%ofwater levels�3.5m). The volume of sediment above 3.5m in theDEM
decreased inMarch andApril losing a cumulative−59.71m3 but the spatial pattern of sediment loss varies for
each time period (figure 4). From17/01/14 to 18/02/14 theDoD shows gains immediately seawards of the
scarp line but erosion further seawardswhichmay be due to further offshore redistribution of sediment due to
highwater levels (reaching up to 3.97ODN).

The dunes had a net sediment gain of 63.69m3 in the spring (mid-April tomid-June) duringwhich the
frequency of water level�3.5mwas the lowest for the survey period. This also included the first survey period
when onshorewindsweremore frequent than offshore winds (S5–S6). Discrete nebkha accumulated between
theHAT line and the scarp base. Therewas little change in sediment volume from June to July and then from
July toDecember 2014 the dunes rapidly gain sediment. Relatively lowwind speeds and a low percentage of
winds�8m s−1 suggests this sediment gainwas caused by sand-trapping vegetationwhich recovered over the
summer and capturedwind-blown sediment in an incipient foredune. This is particularly clear in August 2014
where discrete nebkha form anddevelop,merging to form a larger near-continuous incipient foredune about

Figure 3.DTMs for (a) thefirst (S1 January) and (b) the final (S11December)TLS surveys in 2014 and (c) the net elevation differences
between them. (d)ExampleDTMof roughness for survey in June 2014 showingwind-oriented shadowdunes just above theHAT.
HAT is 4.09mODN; dune-beach contour is 3.5mODNas shown infigure 1.
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Table 1. Summary of themeteorological andmarine conditions, and surface changes experienced over the data collection period.

Efficient winds Wind speed Water level Volume change (m3)

Offshore Onshore Along-shore
Velocity inms−1 Event frequency%

Beach Dunes

Frequency% Min Mean Max �3.5m �4.09m 0–<3.5m �3.5m

13December 2013–30 January 2014 30.76 0.95 10.57 1.54 7.79 18.52 1.31 0.17 n/a n/a

30 January [S1] – 18 February 2014 21.74 12.89 8.20 0.51 7.81 20.06 0.46 0.00 −18.90 2.30

18 February [S2] – 18March 2014 25.34 2.58 6.37 0.51 6.48 14.40 1.12 0.00 5.95 −37.63

18March [S3] – 16April 2014 27.06 11.29 0.43 0.62 7.02 16.85 1.45 0.00 −7.38 −22.08

16April [S4] – 15May 2014 18.52 12.01 2.89 0.62 6.70 16.22 0.18 0.00 15.02 50.64

15May [S5] – 17 June 2014 5.06 11.72 1.07 0.62 5.50 12.48 0.00 0.00 −1.62 35.12

17 June [S6]– 16 July 2014 6.25 3.63 4.36 0.62 5.14 13.89 0.93 0.00 −3.38 −4.15

16 July [S7] – 21August 2014 7.05 5.35 2.79 0.51 5.39 15.95 1.30 0.00 −2.00 68.46

21August [S8] – 1October 2014 1.89 4.11 2.42 0.51 4.82 15.43 0.56 0.03 −3.98 14.59

1October [S9] – 13November 2014 10.37 7.78 4.09 0.51 6.22 17.49 1.65 0.00 1.29 12.61

13November [S10] – 9December 2014 2.61 12.40 3.10 0.51 5.54 17.49 1.52 0.00 12.39 60.22

9December [S11] – 20April 2015 [S12] 23.03 2.66 2.44 0.51 6.43 18.00 2.67 0.45 41.67 −59.83
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0.5mhigh byDecember 2014. Early winter conditions were atypical with strong onshore winds dominant. A
comparison ofDecember 2014withApril 2015 indicates a small loss of sediment particularly between theHAT
and 3.5m contours.

The summer andwinter profiles show removal of the pre-storm incipient foredune and scarping of the
established foredune forming aflat beach (January 2014;figure 1(e)). The summer 2014 profile highlights the
initiation of an incipient foredune c. 5mwide just above theHAT at c. 25m from the scarp. Bywinter 2014 the
incipient dune has extended to 20mwide (15–35m from scarp)with a height of 0.75m and continues to grow
reaching c. 1.5mby January 2018. There is limited deposition/infilling at the base of the scarp and a trough
persists between this and the developing foredune. The foredune toe is located 15m further seawards in January
2018 compared to the pre-stormposition.

Figure 4.DoDs for each successive survey. Arrowwidth is proportionate to the frequency of onshore (green) or offshore (blue)winds
�8m s−1 (table 1).
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4.Discussion

4.1. Foredune recovery on a prograding coast
TheDecember 2013 storm surge caused considerable dune scarping along the Lincolnshire coast.Within the
AOI dunes retreated 15–20mwhich sets the dune-line back around ten years of advancement based on
Montreuil and Bullard’s (2012) long-term estimate (1891–2010) of annual shoreline accretion of 2m yr−1 or up
to twenty years based on recent accretion rates (c.1myr−1: 2005–2010). This accordswith 13.59mof coastline
retreat atDonnaNook, 12 km to the north, following theDecember 2013 storm,where long termprogradation
rates of 0.21 to 1.1m yr−1 also indicate erosion equivalent to at least ten years of advancement (Spencer et al
2015). By January 2018 the incipient foredune toewas c.15m seawards of the pre-stormpositionwhich suggests
rapid recovery and progradation beyond the pre-stormposition, and seawards of the expected position
assuming resumption of the long-term1–2m yr−1 rate of advance. Accretion along this coast is associatedwith
retreat of the up-drift Holderness cliffs to the north so this rapid progradationmay be associatedwith up-drift
storm erosion during 2013/14 (Montreuil and Bullard 2012).

Recent research provides insight into the processes contributing to the observedmorphological changes.
Dune recovery comprised initial accumulation at the base of the scarp through slumping but also lee side
deposition due toflow separation of offshore winds initiated by scarp development (Lynch et al 2010).Within 3
months a beach ridge had developed between theHAT and 3.5m (dune-beach) contours and persisted
throughout the survey period. After 3–6months, post-stormdiscontinuous echo dunes formed parallel to, and
c. 0.5–1m from, the scarp base. These formed during offshore winds from a combination of sand transport from
the landward dunes deposited downwind from the scarp base, and possibleflow reversal transporting sediment
from the upper beach to the seaward dune face, with the separation between dune and scarp likelymaintained by
topographically-steeredwinds (Bauer et al 2015) (figure 1(d)). These echo dunes persisted and grew during the
year responding to summer onshore sand transport (Hesp et al 2009).Within 4months of the stormdiscrete
nebkha or shadowdunes are visible from theDoDs (figure 4) and form around debris and vegetation on the
backshore. In thefirst 6months these features are dynamic, changing in extent and orientation in relation to
wind regime (figure 3(d)) and then coalesce to form a continuous incipient partially-vegetated foredune
(Goldstein et al 2017). Sediment incorporated into these dunesmay be fromoffshore winds depositing sand on
the backshore or by trapping sand blown onshore from the beach (Bauer et al 2012, 2015). During thefirst year
of recovery the nebkha and incipient dunes form in a similar position relative toODN to the pre-stormdunes
(just aboveHAT), but are located further seawards (20–35m from the scarp) than their predecessors (15–25m
from scarp) (figure 1). During the subsequent 3 years the position of the incipient dune is unchanged but the
breadth and height both increase. These stages of recovery add detail toHesp’s (2002) suggested post-storm
geomorphic response of a prograding dune system.

Foredune development and post-storm recovery has been linked to nearshore characteristics, particularly
along coastlines characterised by dynamic dry bars and saturated troughs (ridge and runnel topography)which
can segment the dry fetch length and limit onshore aeolian transport to the dunes (Vanhée et al 2002, Aagaard
et al 2004, Anthony et al 2008). Anthony et al (2008)model of cross-shore fetch segmentation on amacrotidal
beach suggests sediment delivery frombeach to dunes ismost likelywhen strong cross-shore or oblique onshore
winds coincidewith neap tides, andmost restrictedwhen the upper beach trough is close to the foredune. The
Lincolnshire coast featuresmultiple dynamic intertidal bars thatmigrate cross-shore in response to tidal cycles
(VanHouwelingen et al 2008) and longshore to the south at rates of up to 30mpermonth (vanHouwelingen
et al 2006). The biannual EAprofiles for the site (which extend to c.450m and−3mODN) suggest the storm
causedflattening of the bar-trough topography on the upper beach (cf vanHouwelingen et al 2008) but little
change in topography below 0mODN.The bars on the upper beach re-established before January 2015. Given
the known longshore dynamics of the bars it is not possible to link themonthly records of barmigration to
foredune recovery for this site.

4.2. Coastal resilience to the 2013/14NorthAtlanticwinter storms
Evaluating geomorphic resilience requires understanding of the pre-disturbance conditions towhich the system
might return. Phillips andVanDyke (2016) argue that for coastal systemsmeaningful indicators of pre-
disturbance conditions are long-term stability, accretion or erosion, and a state transitionwould require a shift
fromone to another of these states rather thanmerely an alteration to the rate of change. They describe five
classes of disturbance based on system response:

(1) ‘minor disturbance’where pre-disturbance and post-disturbance states are the same;

(2) ‘transitional disturbance’ where the post-disturbance condition is a new state but one previously occupied
by the system;
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(3) ‘clock-resetting event’where disturbance returns the system to its original incipient state

(4) ‘state space expansion event’which results in a system condition or configuration that has never previously
existed;

(5) ‘extinction event’ that completely obliterates the system.

Fromother studies of geomorphic recovery following the 2013/14 storms,most suggest that coastal system
states have remained unchanged or show clear signs of rapidly returning to the pre-storm state. Pye andBlott
(2016) concluded that despite 2013/14 being the stormiest period for 143 years, the geomorphic effects on the
Sefton coast, Englandwere ‘virtually insignificant’within the long-term context from late 18th century to
present. Significant beach-dune recovery occurredwithin 1 year of the storms and long-term trends had not
changed. Similarly at TrucVert, SWFrance, post-storm recoverywas very rapid during the first tenmonths and
within 18months the beach-dune systemhad returned to its pre-winter volume, although not to the pre-winter
foredune profile (Castelle et al 2017). As the foredune toe remainedmore than 10m landward of the pre-2013/
14 position towards the end of 2015, Castelle et al (2017) concluded that foredune recoverywas a slower process
than beach recovery. Kandrot et al (2016) examined the Rossbehy barrier beach-dune systemon SWcoast of
Ireland and determined that although the response to the 2013/14winter stormswas ‘exceptional’, in the long
term context, the overall trend of erosionwas unchanged. A breach in the barrier system caused by aminor surge
in 2008 had a potentially longer-lasting effect, and likely also affected response to the 2013/14 storms. It is too
soon to determinewhether Rossbehywas undergoneminor disturbance or is in a transitional phase, but if the
latter the trigger ismore likely to have been the smaller 2008 event rather the highmagnitude storms of 2013/14.
For these three locations, rapid resumption of pre-disturbance trends suggests the storm caused only ‘minor
disturbance’ to the beach-dune system.

For the Lincolnshire coast, long-termprogradation has been accompanied by an increase in sediment
volume in the beach-dune systembetweenDonnaNook andMablethorpe (Montreuil andBullard 2012).
Although theDecember 2013 storm surge represents a large-scale disturbance event amplified by spring tides, its
effects weremitigated (‘filtered’ - Phillips andVanDyke 2016) by offshore winds up to 95 kmhr−1. Rebuilding of
the incipient foredunes was instigated rapidly after the storm andwithin 12months recoverywas substantial
with 180.1m3 of sediment added to dunes in theAOI. By normalising for survey area and time between surveys
(Young andAsford 2006), previous seasonal sediment budget changes determined for ‘embryo’ dunes
(described byMontreuil et al 2013) 0.6 km to the north can be compared to changes in theAOI. Rates of volume
change for the embryo dunes inwinter (2009/10)were−0.000 49m3m2 day−1 and+0.000 77m3m2 day−1 in
summer 2010 (Montreuil et al 2013). By comparison, winter 2014 changes on the incipient foredunes following
the 2013 stormwere -0.000 30m3m2 day−1, summer 2014 showed a gain of+0.000 51m3m2 day−1 andwinter
2014/15was−0.000 023m3m2 day−1. The order ofmagnitude and trend of sediment budget changes
immediately following the 2013 storm is comparable with pre-disturbance conditions, althoughwinter 2014/15
shows a sediment loss likely due to erosion associatedwith highwater levels immediately prior to the April 2015
survey (5.57mODN07/04/15). The EAprofiles indicate that by January 2018 the incipient dunes incorporated
73.25m3m−1 of sediment, considerablymore than the pre-storm incipient dunes (51.13m3m−1). This suggests
behaviour similar to that identified byMorton et al (1994)where once post-storm recovery has started, a
prograding system can undergo continuous gains that exceed the volume eroded by the storm.

Recovery of coastal foredunes is widely reported to take considerably longer than that of the adjacent beach
following a storm, and this recovery period can be extended by the impact of subsequent storms (Houser et al
2015). Typically the time period is several years, occasionally extending to decades (Mathew et al 2010,McLean
and Shen 2006) but evidence from this paper and elsewhere (e.g.Morton et al 1994) indicates recoverymay
occurmore rapidly on prograding coastlines (<3 years). In cases where dune volume recovers rapidly, as
reported here, byMorton et al (1994) andCastelle et al (2017), the post-storm geomorphic profile of the
redeveloped incipient foredunes is different to the pre-stormprofile andmay undergo further change before
reaching an equilibrium state.

4.3. Concluding remarks
Geomorphic resilience depends on the primary controlling factors of the system state, and themagnitude,
frequency and intensity of disturbance.Where long-term coastline trends are controlled by strong
morphological preconditioning, including local bathymetry, geomorphology and sediment supply, even high
magnitude storm events cause only aminor disturbance to the system (Chaverot et al 2008, Pye andBlott 2016,
Phillips et al 2017)which can be described as highly resilient. In other cases the occurrence of storm events
themselvesmay be a primary control on coastal geomorphology due to their frequency, and resiliencemay hinge
on the clustering of storms (Kish andDonoghue 2013,Houser andHamilton 2009). Downes et al (2013)
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highlight the importance of research on resilience being evidence-based and the need to applymethodologies
that allow comparison of studies across time and space. Including this paper, recent studies focusing on coastal
resilience in response to stormy periods have used repeat LiDAR surveys to determine changes in beach-dune
sediment budget and the evolution and recovery of geomorphological features (Telling et al 2017). Insights in to
the rapidity and persistence of geomorphic recovery are dependent on the time between surveys where closely-
spaced surveys enable the detection of geomorphological change in response to specific forcing factors, whilst
longer time periods between surveys (e.g. 6months-years) indicate net changes and longer-term trends in
coastline dynamics. Results reported here suggests that, as with thewest coasts of England, Ireland and France,
one of the stormiest periods on record triggered only aminor disturbance to the prograding beach-dune system
onEngland’s east coast.

The impact of changing climate on themagnitude and frequency of storms inNWEurope is difficult to
predict. There is a consensus that storm tracks will shift polewardwith concomitant changes to regional impacts,
but it remains unclear whether storminess will intensify (Zappa et al 2013,Mölter et al 2016, Rasmijn et al 2016).
This paper has focused on the post-storm response of a prograding coastal dune system and demonstrated the
ability of that system to recover rapidly from the impacts of a highmagnitude storm. It highlights
geomorphological response to seasonal forcing factors and the importance of both offshore and onshorewinds
for incipient foredune recovery.Within four years dune advance has exceeded the position expected based on
longer term coastal trends. One implication of this is that coastal protection offered by prograding coasts is likely
to endure irrespective of future changes to storminess.
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